The direction of the apparent angle of arrival of a sound image resulting froln two plane wave sources impinging on two receiver clements is considered theoretically. l"or equal amplitude sources, the image shifts discontinuously from an average position between the sources to a point outside the source hounds and back again over a relative phase shift of 2•r. l:or uncqual-aml)litude sources, angle of arrival is a continuous function of phase. Increase in aperture angle for equal-amplitude sources results in an increase in duration but decrease in magnitude of out of boundncss. l"or unequal sources, the magnitude increases and then decreases. The average angular indication is tn the greater aml)Iittn[c source, independent of amplitude iluctuation. For 'n sound sources, lhc phenomena of angular discontinuity and uut-uf houndness may also be cxl)cctccl. In the analysis that follows, it is assumed that the sound sources radiate plane waves, which means either farfield approximation or sources that are fairly' extended with large radii of curvatures. For nonplanar waves, an amplitude effect would be present due to geometrical spreading, but this factor will be ignored. The receiver is assumed to consist of two probes or elements whose dimensions are small as compared to the radiation wavelength. The transformation relation q•0=J(00), where 00 is the space angle and q•0 is the transformed phase angle, defines the receiver but the form is not explicitly stated. In some cases, 40 and 00 are linearly related as 40=K00, where K is a small number greater than 1. The receiver is also assumed omnidirectional, but the amplitude ratio r can be directivity-weighted to account for directionality.
I. PHASOR REPRESENTATION OF ANGLE OF ARRIVAL
The physical situation is depicted in Fig. 1 (a 
